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A Delectable Heritage

Fabled Blue Lion Dishes Up Delicacies in Historical Home

J
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ust a few blocks from Town Square, a structure sits on an
aging foundation, bearing witness to an American West
that continues to change. For The Blue Lion Restaurant, it
has been a journey of almost 70 years—just how close to 70
is debatable.
The building’s use as a home ended in 1974, when
it became a restaurant called The Tourist Trap
before Karen Scott purchased it and created The
Blue Lion in 1976. Two years later, Ned Brown
bought the business, acquiring its name and full
French menu. He kept the name and, in the beginning, he did keep many of the French dishes. However, the menu has evolved over the years and no
longer features the original French items.
In The Blue Lion’s kitchen, customers will find the
key—chef Tim Libassi has been running the galley
for 25 years. And this kitchen is like a true galley.
Designed for home cooking, Brown explained,
“We can’t have more than two people on the line
at a time.”
Brown himself highly recommends the macadamia
nut halibut, pan roasted and served over a mango-lime beurre blanc—certainly a nod to French
culinary technique. Other menu highlights include
roast rack of lamb and grilled elk tenderloin.
Cobbling together space in order to seat more
diners has fed the restaurateur within Ned Brown.
In order to accommodate business growth, the
original structure has undergone three additions.
To date, this classic Jackson establishment is the
oldest owner-operated restaurant in town.

they are staying for the long term or just passing
through. He offers a 20 percent discount to “early
bird” diners, those sitting down for a meal before
6 p.m. He also praises his loyal staff, many of whom
have worked at the restaurant for over a decade.
One of The Blue Lion’s countless diners was a certain gentleman that claimed to have been born in
the home. Sitting down for a meal in 2012, Brown
found himself riveted by the stranger’s story. This
man from Logan, Utah also took issue with a certain part of the building. “It was the plaque outside,” Brown chuckled. The Teton County Historic
Preservation Board declares on this plaque that the
building has stood for more than 50 years, which is
accurate. It also declares that the home was built in
1948. The man from Logan said he came into this
world within the walls of The Blue Lion in 1942. This
story may call into question the accuracy of local
historians, but it adds a certain something to the
character of The Blue Lion. Here, the history of Jackson Hole plays out one meal at a time. n

“This classic Jackson
establishment is the oldest
owner-operated restaurant
in town.”

“There are some great old establishments around
here,” he said. “But they’ve changed hands.”
Looking around at his dining room, he nods with
a smile. Of living and working in Jackson Hole, he
is most fond of his freedom as a restaurant owner.
Brown is self-taught, first acquiring his skills while
he studied business in college. After years of
working in restaurants while attending school, he
spent some time living in Vail, Colorado, working
at an Italian restaurant. “That was where I made
my decision that it was the career I wanted to
pursue,” Brown explained.
The ebb and flow of outsiders arriving to savor
Jackson Hole provides the bread and butter of The
Blue Lion’s success. But Brown is quick to point out
that the residents keep this town going, whether
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